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Abstract
In terrestria and coasta systems the mitigation hierarchy is wide y and increasing y
used to guide actions to ensure that no net oss of biodiversity ensues from deve op
ment We deve op a conceptua mode which app ies this approach to the mitigation
of marine megafauna by catch in fisheries going from defining an overarching goa
with an associated quantitative target through avoidance minimization remediation
to offsetting We demonstrate the framework s uti ity as a too for structuring think
ing and exposing uncertainties We draw comparisons between debates ongoing in
terrestria situations and in by catch mitigation to show how insights from each
cou d inform the other these are the hierarchica nature of mitigation out of kind
offsets research as an offset incentivizing imp ementation of mitigation measures
societa imits and uncertainty We exp ore how economic incentives cou d be used
throughout the hierarchy to improve the achievement of by catch goa s We con
c ude by high ighting the importance of c ear agreed goa s of thinking beyond sing e
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eakage of taking uncertainty exp icit y into account and of thinking creative y about
and fishers We suggest that the framework set out here cou d be he pfu in support
ing efforts to improve by catch mitigation efforts and high ight the need for a fu
empirica app ication to substantiate this
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| I NTRO D U C TI O N

innovation in gear techno ogy FAO

Many questions remain

as to whether it is possib e to app y the mitigation hierarchy to
The goa of no net oss NNL of biodiversity from economic de

marine by catch and what measures cou d be used to incentivize

ve opment is becoming wide y adopted by nationa governments

action at each stage in the hierarchy In particu ar there is a need

and internationa enders potentia y offering a method to imit

for a conceptua framework that integrates the range of by catch

the impacts of environmenta damage in terrestria and coasta

mitigation measures and the approaches used to incentivize them

systems BBOP

in an ho istic way

IFC

Severa arge mu tinationa com

panies have signed up to NNL or even to producing a net gain of
biodiversity as a resu t of their activities Bu
Rainey et a

This artic e exp ores app ication of the mitigation hierarchy to
address a specific fishery concern that of marine megafauna by

Brown ie

Genera y NNL is assured by the use of a mit

catch We take marine megafauna to encompass ong ived species

igation hierarchy often app ied as part of an Environmenta and

with ow reproductive rates which are therefore potentia y sensitive

Socia Impact Assessment ESIA The mitigation hierarchy requires

to by catch for examp e marine mamma s turt es seabirds and arge

that project proponents first avoid doing harm to biodiversity for

fish whi e we define by catch as catch which is not direct y targeted

examp e by sitting the deve opment away from particu ar y sen

bearing in mind the comp exities in definition high ighted by FAO

sitive areas Subsequent y whi e carrying out their deve opment

We imit our discussion to marine megafauna by catch for

they shou d minimize the harm done for examp e by imiting the

manageabi ity of scope and because this issue is of particu ar con

footprint of heavy machinery to specific areas and not po uting

cern within both the conservation and fisheries rea ms However

watercourses They then remediate the biodiversity oss within the

many of the points we raise are app icab e to by catch more broad y

deve opment footprint for examp e by rep anting c eared areas

It is a so the issue for which discussion of the app icabi ity of NNL

post deve opment The fina step is to offset any residua additiona

and the mitigation hierarchy to marine systems has been particu ar y

damage caused by their deve opment through improvement of

active e g fo owing the paper by Wi cox

biodiversity e sewhere Gardner et a

using a range of ap

proaches for examp e digging new ponds or c earing invasive veg
etation in an adjacent site Bu

Hardy Moi anen

Don an

First we out ine a conceptua framework for by catch mitiga
tion based on the app ication of a sequentia mitigation hierarchy
to achieve NNL We then discuss some key issues that arise in the

Gordon

Offsetting is a particu ar y controversia e ement of the hierarchy

app ication of a mitigation hierarchy to marine megafauna by catch

because it requires acceptance of a deve opment that harms biodi

and re ate them to the equiva ent debate in the terrestria setting

versity in a given ocation and assumes that it is possib e to com

We move on to consider how incentives to mitigate the amount or

pensate for this harm by biodiversity enhancement e sewhere e g

impact of by catch can be used to support the app ication of the

Maron et a

framework Fina y we sum up the potentia of our framework for

More genera y there is much debate about

whether NNL is attainab e and how it shou d be imp emented in
practice most recent y exp ored by Bu

L oyd

Despite its growing use in terrestria and coasta environments
the mitigation hierarchy has not been so wide y app ied in near
shore and high seas marine settings and many questions about its
app ication in the ocean remain Squires
WCMC

improving by catch mitigation outcomes

Strange

| CO N C E P T UA L FR A M E WO R K FO R
BY C ATC H R E D U C TI O N

Garcia in press UNEP

Marine experience to date has most y concerned

coasta deve opment for examp e re ating to windfarms urban de

To c arify how achieving NNL through a mitigation hierarchy wou d
work for marine megafauna by catch we present a conceptua

ve opment aquacu ture and ports rather than in the capture fish

framework re ating to the target eve of by catch impact in a fishery

eries arena e g Kyriazi Lejano Maes

The approach can operate at a range of eve s from the g oba to the

Levre Pioch

Car ier

Degraer

Vaissi re

The four steps of the mitigation

stock to the individua anima The most usua and most intuitive

hierarchy are discussed in fisheries however and as in the terres

sca e at which NNL cou d app y to by catch is at the sca e of a fish

tria iterature the option of offsetting is particu ar y controversia

ery targeting a given stock or set of stocks so this is the sca e we

e g the debate around Wi cox

Don an

ana ysis of the po

tentia for offsetting seabird by catch by invasive species eradica
tion on nesting is ands Finke stein et a
yde is Wa ace Gi man

Werner

Wi cox

Don an

The use of eco

use in this exp oration Tab e

exp ains the terms we use to describe

the conceptua framework
The approach starts by defining the goal in terms of a desired
change in biodiversity this is common y taken to be NNL of biodiver

nomic incentives to reduce the amount or impact of by catch has

sity but that is not necessari y the on y goa For examp e in the ter

received attention but has a so not yet been fu y exp ored Dutton

restria rea m net gain is a wide y used goa Rainey et a

Squires

Gjertsen Squires Dutton

Eguchi

Innes

whi e

in the marine rea m by catch minimization is often the po icy goa

The current FAO

except for tota y protected species which may imp y a net oss or

Internationa Guide ines on Bycatch Management and Reduction

gain in biodiversity depending on the current by catch eve Another

of Discards mention economic incentives on y brief y as the on y

potentia goa cou d be popu ation recovery cf the US Endangered

economic instrument and refer on y to incentives to promote

Species Act Wo f Hart Carro Nee

Pascoe Wi cox Jennings

Paredes

Greenwa d
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TA B L E
Exp anation of terms used in
the mitigation hierarchy

Term

Exp anation

Goa

The desired change in biodiversity for examp e no net oss NNL of
biodiversity as a resu t of the combined effect of the damaging action e g
by catch and associated mitigation measures

Target

In our framework we distinguish between the overa goa at the po icy eve
e g NNL and the quantitative target which operationa izes the goa for
which a metric can be defined

Metric

The units used to measure gains and osses in biodiversity in order to
eva uate whether the goa has been achieved In our case this is net change
in popu ation growth rate of the foca species as a resu t of by catch
mitigation measures

Base ine

The reference point against which NNL is assessed This cou d be static e g
current popu ation growth rate dynamic projected popu ation growth rate
in the absence of by catch but continuation of other processes affecting
vita rates or aspirationa desired change in popu ation growth rate

Counterfactua

The projected change in popu ation growth rate in the presence of by catch
but absence of mitigation measures against which NNL is assessed e g
business as usua If the base ine is dynamic the counterfactua is the same
as the base ine otherwise both are required to fu y define the scenario
against which NNL is eva uated

The next step is to define a quantitative target and associated
metric by which the goa wi be measured In the case of by catch

is compared i e what wou d have happened in the absence of the
by catch mitigation measures

of marine megafauna one re ative y intuitive approach is to de
fine the target as zero net change in popu ation growth rate of

Next the different approaches which can be used to attain
NNL or whatever goa is set are assessed in terms of their effect

the foca species caused as a resu t of by catch and associated

on the chosen metric for examp e the reduction in seabird morta

mitigation measures in the context of a the other factors inf u

ity from fitting tori ines in a fishery can be assessed in terms of its

encing that popu ation as was done e g in the studies reviewed

effect on the growth rate of a wandering a batross Diomedea exu-

by Lewison Crowder Read

lans Diomedeidae popu ation The four categories of the terrestria

Freeman

The downside of

this metric is its requirement for monitoring data that can pro

mitigation hierarchy are avoidance minimization remediation a so

vide trends in popu ation size over time decomposed into vita

known as restoration or rebui ding and offsetting In the case of

rates surviva fecundity so that the contribution of by catch and

marine megafauna by catch we take avoidance to represent mea

mitigation measures to change in popu ation growth rate can be

sures taken in order to reduce the probabi ity of encounter between

discerned This may be cha enging for many marine megafauna

potentia y harmfu gear and a potentia y by caught individua

Caswe

by separating fishing activity from individua s or stocks of poten

Brau t Read

Smith

Other more readi y mon

itored targets cou d be based on numbers of anima s for exam

tia megafauna by catch species see Tab e

p e not exceeding a Potentia Bio ogica Remova PBR thresho d

We take minimization as measures which reduce the probabi ity

Richard

of capture by the gear given that the encounter cannot be rea isti

Abraham

The downside of numbers based met

for examp e actions

rics is their more indirect re ationship with the conservation status

ca y avoided These measures occur once there is spatio tempora

of the species concerned

over ap between a fishing vesse and a marine megafauna individ

Using the metric of net change in popu ation growth rate the

ua

Remediation a so occurs at sea but post capture and aims to

baseline from which gains and osses from different measures taken

reduce the probabi ity of morta ity given capture

to mitigate by catch are assessed cou d be a zero popu ation growth

fers to measures to compensate for by catch morta ity that operate

Offsetting re

rate such that the popu ation remains stab e at the current eve a

separate y from the foca fishing activity but which target the same

static base ine the projected popu ation growth rate of the spe

stock of the by caught species

cies in the absence of by catch which cou d be positive or negative
depending on the re ative importance of by catch in the context of

In rea ity there are grey areas between each of these stages and
a range of ways in which by catch mitigation measures can be cat

other threats a dynamic base ine or an aspirationa base ine such

egorized For examp e here we inc ude restoration and rebui ding

as popu ation growth at X

activities at the stock eve in offsetting because our framework

per year to the point at which it reaches

some desired steady state abundance which wou d need to be dy

is structured around individua eve capture probabi ity However

namic given that popu ations have density dependent growth Such

another approach might be to combine remediation at the individ

a base ine is therefore a type of counterfactual, against which any

ua eve in a category with restoration rebui ding measures that im

improvement or deterioration in the popu ation of the by caught

prove popu ation viabi ity at the stock eve such as restocking and

species as a resu t of the imp ementation of the mitigation hierarchy

habitat improvement eaving offsetting as measures which benefit

|
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Step of the
hierarchy

TA B L E
Examp es of measures which
can be taken under each step of the
mitigation hierarchy

Examp e measures

Avoidance

Exc uding fishing from the areas no fishing zones seasons c osed seasons or
times of day where these species are most vu nerab e

Minimization

Using on vesse techno ogies which aim to reduce the number of encountered
individua s that are captured during fishing operations such as tori ines for
scaring seabirds away from ong ines or sonic devices to signa nets to marine
mamma s

Remediation

Devices which enab e individua s to re ease themse ves from the gear
se ectivity grids turt e exc uder devices or to be re eased e g Medina
pane s operated in tuna purse seine fisheries to et do phins escape before
getting on the deck or re easing them on deck and providing for a safe
return to the sea e g a arge mesh soft webbing cargo net can be used to
sieve a ray from the catch and ift it over the side of the vesse Francis

Offsetting

Eradicating invasive predators on is ands where seabirds nest restoring
habitat restocking with hatchery raised individua s improving by catch
performance of other gear types in the area

the stock more indirect y or act at the broader species eve such as

preva ent A reduction in BPUE is the resu t of the at sea measures

restoration in other ocations or measures to improve comp iance

encompassed in the minimize and remediate steps of the miti

and reduce uncertainty However we fee that the c arity of the

gation hierarchy

probabi istic approach in our framework which extends the c assi
fication by Ha

is particu ar y he pfu

Our division of mitigation approaches into these categories can
be represented in the fo owing conceptua mode re ating to a par

By catch re evant effort EB is a subset of the overa fishing ef
fort that occurs in the area in which there is risk of by catch E
Given the comp exities of estimating EB in many cases it wi be
necessary to approximate it by E e g Tuck Po acheck

ation size as a resu t of by catch and its mitigation

Bu man

This may be prob ematic for examp e B ez et a

ticu ar by catch species in which the unit is rate of change in popu

show that oggerhead turt e Caretta caretta Che oniidae by
catch in the Mediterranean was not corre ated with fishing effort

(
)
ΔλT = f EB × BPUE − OT

measured as number of hooks by catch was instead strong y re
ated to distance from the coast They suggest that this was not
because turt e abundance is a function of distance which wou d

Here ΔλT is the target eve of overa net damage inf icted by

have imp ied a gradient in EB but because fisher behaviour var

by catch on the species concerned measured in terms of change in

ied a though they eft investigation of the mechanisms for further

popu ation growth rate with respect to the agreed base ine A zero

research BPUE is a function of catchabi ity of the by caught spe

ΔλT imp ies that the reduction in popu ation growth rate caused by

cies as we as EB for examp e Ward Lawrence Darbyshire and

by catch after avoidance and mitigation measures have been im

Hindmarsh

p emented is ba anced by the gain engendered by offset measures

of ny on eaders on catch rates and showed that catch reduced

There is a so the possibi ity for ΔλT to be negative there is sti addi

with ny on for sharks b ue mar in Makaira nigricans Istiophoridae

tiona popu ation dec ine as a resu t of by catch even after measures

and snake mackere

to reduce it or positive equiva ent to net gain meaning that species

creased for bigeye tuna Thunnus obesus Scombridae and b ack

carried out a mu tispecies ana ysis of the effects

Gempylus serpens Gempy idae

and in

popu ation growth is higher than it wou d otherwise have been as

mar in Istiompax indica Istiophoridae The re ationships between

a resu t of the combination of measures taken under the mitigation

E EB and BPUE are ike y to be comp ex and confounded There

hierarchy
f EB

have been imited exp orations of these re ationships in by catch
BPUE is the effect on popu ation growth rate of the by

datasets which typica y suffer from ow samp e sizes and zero

catch re evant component of fishing effort broken down into the

inf ation requiring specia ized mode ing techniques e g the spa

by catch re evant effort itse f EB and the by catch taken per unit

tia y exp icit Bayesian hierarchica mode s of Sims Cox

of that effort BPUE where f

is the effect of this effort on the

Lewison

By catch mitigation may use a suite of interacting measures

by caught species popu ation dynamics This wou d genera y be

from severa

ca cu ated as the output of a popu ation mode A reduction in EB

change over time adding further to the comp exity of separating E,

is equiva ent to a fishery avoiding by catch partia y or comp ete y

EB and BPUE as discussed for target fishery data by Bishop

It cou d inc ude restricting the fishery to particu ar areas or sea

We do not here attempt further to c arify these re ationships but a

sons modification of fishing practices and operations e g set

key research need is to disentang e these variab es in an empirica

ting the gear deeper to avoid depths where by caught species are

setting

eve s of the mitigation hierarchy Tab e

which

|
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O T is the net effect on popu ation growth rate of po icies
aiming to improve the overa viabi ity of the by caught species

the vesse and individua s dying after ive re ease we can rewrite
BPUE as a series of factors

popu ation representing offsetting of the damage caused It
represents the expected effects of measures to improve con

(
)
BPUE = BDOA + PDV × BOB + 1 − PDV × BOB × PDR

ditions for individua s which wou d not have been at risk of
by catch at that particu ar stage in their ives or ocation For
resto

where BDOA is the by catch per unit effort that arrives to the boat

ration of nesting habitat for seabirds or imp ementation of pro

dead BOB is the by catch per unit effort that arrives to the vesse

tected areas aimed at demographic groups not direct y impacted

a ive PDV is the proportion dying on the vesse and P DR is the pro

by fishing ca ving areas for cetaceans juveni e concentrations

portion dying after re ease For instance a higher proportion of

for fish

by catch of sea turt es and other species arrives to the boat dead

examp e supp ementation in nesting areas for turt es

when using ong ines that are set deep such as those used for big
eye tuna that can be set more than

| O PER ATI O N A LIZI N G TH E FR A M E WO R K

to a sha ow set ong ine such as those used in many nearshore
artisana fisheries Andraka et a

In Tab e

m deep when compared

Swimmer et a

we i ustrate the app ication of the by catch mitigation

Ha

Swimmer

Parga

This difference wou d appear in the

framework using four examp es from different fisheries and by

BDOA term Such a decomposition i ustrates the f exibi ity of this

catch taxa Specific so utions to Equation

framework in hand ing fishery and species specific features and

cou d come from taking

into account the regu atory cu tura and economic conditions in a

a so serves to high ight areas where different mitigation methods

particu ar fishery For instance once the foca by catch popu ation

wou d have the greatest inf uence e g Shiode Hu Shiga Yokota

has been defined then it is possib e to so ve the equation by assign

Tokai

Another extension to the basic framework wou d

ing factors affecting decision making inc uding cost If a east cost

be to consider exp icit y the uncertainty surrounding different e

approach to by catch goa s is appropriate EB BPUE and O T could be

ements of the conceptua mode and the impact of this uncer

expressed as functions of cost to so ve the equation for a given ΔλT.

tainty on which e ement of by catch mitigation shou d be a focus

Another approach wou d be to maximize ΔλT subject to a budget

It is important to note that this equation is not a true bioeco

constraint
Tab e

Tab e

high ights that there is not a ways potentia for effec

nomic equation to be so ved Rather it is a conceptua framework in

tive action at each eve of the hierarchy for some species e g

which we make the components of the mitigation hierarchy exp icit

oceanic whitetips ong ines there may be imited potentia at a

in order to guide thinking towards a more ho istic approach to ad

eve s The framework is a way of organizing and structuring think

dressing by catch It a so does not represent a hierarchy such as is

ing about by catch mitigation and enab ing mitigation effective

required in terrestria systems To make this equation into a hierar

ness to be assessed against a concrete y defined and measurab e

chy rather than a mode for east cost mitigation of by catch it cou d

target Its function is not to propose new ways of doing by catch

be set up as a goa programming function with sequentia so utions

mitigation for cases ike these If on using the framework to ana

to each e ement summed to produce the fina mitigation outcome In

yse the effectiveness of the measures avai ab e for a given by

operationa terms this trans ates into a presumption that investment

caught stock it is found that it is not possib e to reach the chosen

and effort shou d be focussed differentia y on sequentia e ements

target e g NNL then difficu t decisions must be made For exam

of the mode starting with EB then BPUE then O T so that offsetting

p e the target may need to change which cou d imp y an accep

re ates on y to the unavoidab e residua harm once a other steps

tance of continuing dec ine of the by caught stock Or the fishery

have been taken This may be ref ected in the emphasis p aced on

must be restructured in a way that reduces by catch effective y

the incentives given to fishers to change behaviour pertaining to se

maybe even c osed down Or investment must be made into tech

quentia e ements of the hierarchy in the timing of the offset or in

no ogica innovation to deve op new ways to reduce by catch If

the disposition of the funding for research and conservation action

it is found that the data are inadequate for the ana ysis required

a ocated by government

then the decision must be made either to invest in improving the
evidence base or to recognize that it is not possib e to eva uate

Research is current y ongoing to operationa ize Equation

to re

duce turt e by catch of a sma sca e gi net fishery operating out of

whether by catch mitigation has been effective in reaching the

San Jose port Peru A faro Shigueto et a

agreed goa The framework s main uti ity therefore is to make

sca e certification scheme is under tria by the NGO ProDe phinus

these choices exp icit

which aims to give premium prices for fish caught by skippers

Equation

cou d be extended to hand e mu tip e species vary

Current y a sma

abiding by best practice by catch reduction guide ines J A faro

ing gear types or heterogeneous by catch reduction methods For

Shigueto and J Mange

instance BPUE can be decomposed into severa components repre

entai s co ecting detai ed economic data from a gi net vesse s to

persona communication

The research

senting the different stages of the process If BPUE represents the

understand the economic costs invo ved in fishing operations to

sum of individua s dead on arriva individua s captured and dying on

ca cu ate the potentia additiona costs of measures at each stage in

TA B L E

Summary of options for by catch mitigation structured according to the mitigation hierarchy for four case studies

|

Case study
Framework step

A batrosses ong ines

Turt es ong ines

Rays purse seines

Oceanic whitetips ong ines

Fishery and spatia
extent

Brazi ian domestic industria coasta ong ine
f eet

Eastern Pacific coasta and pe agic
sma sca e commercia ong ine fishery

Tuna purse seine fishery of
the eastern Pacific

Asian and EU ong ine tuna fisheries in the
Indian ocean

Target species

Various species of shark and swordfish

Mahi mahi Coryphaena hippurus
Coryphaenidae seasona tuna sharks
most y si ky Carcharhinus falciformis
Carcharinidae bi fish

Various species of tuna

Various species of tuna

By catch species of
concern

A batross petre species particu ar concern
for critica y endangered Tristan a batross
Diomedea dabennena Diomedeidae

O ive rid ey Lepidochelys olivacea
Che oniidae green b ack Chelonia
mydas Che oniidae hawksbi
Eretmochelys imbricata Che oniidae
oggerhead Peru and Mexico and
eatherback Dermochelys coriacea
Che oniidae

Seven mobu id species
inc uding CITES isted Manta
birostris Mobu idae and
M. alfredi Mobu idae
caught most y a ive in
do phin associated or
free schoo sets

Oceanic whitetip shark Vu nerab e on IUCN
red ist retention banned by tuna RFMOs
isted on CITES Appendix II

By catch target
ΔλT

Brazi ian government Minimize by catch
Ru es focus on targets for use of minimizing
measures rather than on by catch numbers

Not we defined RFMOs suggest
minimizing by catch Cou d consider PBR
for o ive rid eys zero catch for eather
backs ref ecting their respective
popu ation status

IATTC
zero retention
storing or se ing and ive
re ease of by caught rays
when possib e Imp ies
by catch minimization

Target by catch eve not defined due to
uncertainty RFMOs ban retention anding
and trans shipment

✓✓
time area c osures night time setting

✓

✓

✓✓
deep setting

✓✓✓
tori ines ine weights

✓✓✓
monofi ament ine circ e hooks not
eatherbacks

–

–

✓✓
improved hand ing

✓✓✓
improved hand ing

✓

✓✓
beach protection

✓

✓

Certification sustainabi ity standards in
export markets

Transitiona payments to
promote better hand ing on
deck hence improving
surviva

Defining the prob em

Mitigation hierarchy e ement
Avoid
Minimize

Remediate

hard to re ease a ive
Offset

✓✓
invasive eradication

time area c osures deeper ines

time area c osures

✓
hard to avoid catching

i ega trade

monofi ament ine circ e hooks ban on
stee eaders
short sets
information gathering i ega trade

Factors affecting operationa ization
Scope for
incentives

If information gathering seen as a va id offset
due to high uncertainty funding a tagging
scheme cou d incentivize fishers to co ect
data on shark catch rate surviva of
re eased sharks by catch hotspots to
support improvements across the who e
mitigation framework
Continues
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Participatory research on barriers to uptake of
minimization measures Positive incentives
for those using new measures paid for by
for examp e fisheries wide evy

|
Ticks indicate the potentia for action at different steps of the hierarchy based on feasibi ity current know edge and impact on morta ity ✓✓✓ high potentia ✓✓ some potentia ✓ imited potentia
no potentia Text in brackets gives suggested measures at each eve of the hierarchy these are i ustrative rather than definitive The information for the case studies is based on the expert know edge
of the authors through their invo vement in management of the by catch issue in these fisheries RFMO regiona fisheries management organization PBR potentia bio ogica remova

To otti et a
Jones Francis
Ha
Roman
Cro et a
Fow er
A faro Shigueto Dutton Mange
Ha et a
Andraka et a
Bugoni Mancini Monteiro Nascimento
Neves
Wan ess et a
Key references

Some potentia for minimization through
deep setting but cha enging to change
behaviour in this fishery e ectronic
monitoring systems wou d he p
Targeted funding cou d faci itate improve
ments throughout the hierarchy Best
approach may differ by species particu
ar y eatherbacks vs others
Overa assessment

Existing measures for improving imp ementa
tion of minimization step a ready exist but
need incentivizing offsetting cou d provide
short term gains to comp ement these

Focus on remediation step is
current y the main option
available

Lack of monitoring imits options
Limited know edge of mobu id
distributions makes
avoidance difficu t
Funding for a ternatives to fishing at a
arge enough sca e Long time ag and
uncertainty in offset effectiveness
Comp iance with existing ru es must be
improved
Key obstac e

Lack of observers or reporting so very imited
understanding of by catch eve s spatio
tempora encounter hotspots post re ease
surviva comp iance
Impact of catch on mobu id
surviva Predictors of
mobu id distributions
Lack of eco ogica know edge of turt e
popu ation trends distribution
Potentia for significant additiona
by catch from coasta gi net fishery
Lack of species eve identification of
by catch ack of understanding of
comp iance
Major
uncertainties

A batrosses ong ines
Framework step

TA B L E

Continued

Case study

Turt es ong ines

Rays purse seines

Oceanic whitetips ong ines
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the mitigation hierarchy In the absence of high qua ity popu ation
data with which to parameterize a mode a PBR based approach is
being used to set a target by catch eve in terms of number of in
dividua s of each of the turt e species caught in the fishery Expert
opinion from fishers and Prode phinus staff supp emented by data
from a ong running by catch observer programme operating out of
the port A faro Shigueto et a

gives the potentia reduction

in turt e by catch numbers as a resu t of a given mitigation approach
Interviews and focus groups with fishers provide understanding
of their preferences for different by catch mitigation approaches
barriers and constraints to imp ementation and potentia partici
pation in different incentive schemes this can be supp emented by
Discrete Choice Experiments providing empirica estimates for pref
erences for combinations of by catch reduction measures cf Rogers
This fie d research produces a short ist of feasib e mitigation
measures at each stage in the mitigation hierarchy for costing and
testing e g specific areas or times for fishery c osure under avoid
ance combinations of hook types and net modification under mini
mization training in turt e hand ing and re ease for remediation and
improving by catch performance of other gear types in the area for
offsetting This enab es the ana ysis of the effectiveness and cost
of various combinations of by catch reduction strategies framed
within the four steps of the mitigation hierarchy avoid minimize re
mediate offset with a c ear target by catch reduction goa in mind

| CO M PA R I N G K E Y D E BATE S B E T W E E N
TE R R E S TR I A L N N L A N D BY C ATC H
M ITI G ATI O N
| The hierarchica nature of mitigation
Terrestria situations are usua y viewed as requiring a strict hierar
chy with avoidance minimization and remediation taking precedence
over offsets Part of the reason for this hierarchy may be societa va
ues and expectations but a so it is a ref ection of reversibi ity and
uncertainty The terrestria mitigation hierarchy was set up to address
habitat destruction caused by deve opment which is effective y ir
reversib e hence avoidance is strict y preferred from a conservation
perspective In practice avoidance has been a neg ected step and
much of the disquiet about biodiversity offsetting has been because
of the tendency to pay ip service to avoidance and focus instead on
offsets which then may be imp emented on paper on y Hough
Robertson

Pha an et a

Even with perfect enforcement

and comp iance with measures further down the mitigation hierarchy
the strict avoidance of habitat oss is more certain to imit impact than
reducing osses in the course of a potentia y damaging action which
is more certain than restoring damage after the fact or compensating
for it with actions e sewhere Often in terrestria systems mu tip iers
are used at the offset stage to ref ect this uncertainty requiring that
an additiona amount of equiva ent and is protected in an offset over
and above the amount that is ost during the deve opment with the
ratio of and offset to and destroyed in the

s to

s depending

on the circumstances Moi anen Van Teeffe en Ben Haim

Ferrier

|
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By contrast in fisheries settings there have been suggestions

a cha enge because the most effective ocation for an offset may

that depending on the ega environment it may be more appropriate

or may not be within the area of inf uence of a given fishery C ear y

for offsets to be used as part of a east cost conservation approach

and precise y defining the spatia unit within which the mitigation

a ongside more traditiona mitigation methods rather than as the ast

hierarchy wi be imp emented during the process of defining the

step in a mitigation hierarchy Dutton Joseph Squires

overa goa such as NNL is vita This unit shou d ref ect the sca e

Dutton

Squires

Wi cox

Wi iams

Don an

over which an action wi affect λT offsets which are within the dis
tribution of the foca stock of the by caught species as defined for
Equation

| Out of kind offsets

are not out of kind However cha enges emerge when

the appropriate spatia unit for offsetting activities is different to

Out of kind offsets are those which do not act to increase the

the appropriate spatia unit for other e ements of the mitigation hi

impact affected biodiversity In terms of our conceptua framework

erarchy which are ike y to be defined instead by jurisdictiona area

they are offsets which do not act to increase the popu ation growth

or target fish stock distribution In many fisheries the species af

rate of the by catch affected foca popu ation Equation

fected by by catch may not be we enough known and offsets may

For ex

amp e one suggested benefit of raising funds for offsetting from

according y need to be broad y targeted to benefit any potentia y

a by catch tax on fishers is that the proceeds from such a tax can

affected species True out of kind offsets wou d inc ude funding the

finance offsets e sewhere within the range of the by catch affected

conservation of unaffected species or stocks of habitats not used

popu ation Dutton

by the foca stock or contributions to a conservation fund without a

Squires

A though not a true offset

under a mitigation hierarchy funds from the Ca ifornia drift gi net

c ear commitment that the funds are to be spent on increasing λT for

industry in

the foca by caught stock These are un ike y to form part of best

financed sea turt e nesting site conservation in

Baja Ca ifornia for compensatory mitigation of sea turt e by catch
Jannise Squires Seminoff

Dutton

In terrestria

practice guidance for by catch offsets

and

marine systems it can be more cha enging to define the impact
affected biodiversity because impact is rare y as c ear y inked

| Research as an offset

to a given species and stock as it is for by catch Because of this

A re ated area of active controversy for marine by catch is whether

the ocation and biodiversity target of conservation actions fa ing

research or information gathering shou d be seen as a va id offset

under the offset heading has sometimes been oose y re ated to

mechanism The rationa e is that this research cou d be used to

the actua impact Best practice standards state that offsets must

reduce uncertainty promote innovation and thereby improve out

be imp emented as c ose to the damaging activities as possib e and

comes for by caught species a beit indirect y An offset cou d be

focus on biodiversity as simi ar as possib e to that which has been

used to incentivize better data co ection for instance using a by

impacted BBOP

However there have a so been ca s for

out of kind offsets that give more conservation bang for buck by

catch evy to pay for tagging or to put by catch observers or e ec
tronic monitoring systems on boats This might be a pre ude to ater

focussing on threatened species or rare habitats or areas in need

mitigation or avoidance activities once more is known about the

of conservation rather than the impacted areas or species which

bio ogica setting Whether research activities cou d appropriate y

may be considered ess va uab e for conservation Bu

be considered as part of an offset is controversia

et a

Hardy

in some cases

This has ed to substantia debate as to the appropri

an indirect benefit to the by caught stock might be c ear y appar

ate imits on the geographic sca e and biodiversity focus for offset

ent e g the oceanic whitetip Carcharinus longimanus Carcharinidae

ting e g Aposto opou ou

case study in Tab e

Adams

It a so draws attention to

whi e in other cases using investment in re

the subjective and user defined nature of the word biodiversity

search as an offset cou d be seen as a case of mora hazard poten

Morar Toadvine

tia y compromising scientists independence and having at best a

Bohannan

As it is impossib e fu y to

operationa ize the concept imp ementers of the mitigation hierar

high y indirect re ationship to NNL of the by caught species Another

chy have atitude to interpret biodiversity according to for examp e

view is that reducing uncertainty is a core responsibi ity of operating

ease of measurement perceived societa va ue or mitigation cost

a fishery which therefore shou d be borne by the management au

Maron et a

thority or fishing businesses In terrestria systems these di emmas

In our case we take a narrow focus on the

by caught species itse f this is in ine with much of the iterature

a so exist but the sentiment is much more c ear y expressed that re

on by catch but not with the broader discourses on ecosystem

search activities are not appropriate offsets Bu

based approaches to marine management and ecosystem services
Rosenberg

McLeod

Gordon Watson

Maron

These discourses suggest the need

for a more functiona ecosystem based approach to no net oss of
biodiversity this has yet to transpire either in the marine or in the
terrestria iterature possib y because substantia cha enges in de
fining impact affected biodiversity then inevitab y ensue
As marine megafauna stocks are often transboundary and mi
gratory defining the appropriate spatia unit for offsetting may be

| Incentivizing imp ementation of mitigation
measures
The factors that drive decision making about megafauna by catch
reduction by skippers companies fishery managers po icymak
ers and other stakeho ders inc ude ega ob igations to minimize

|
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by catch at the nationa or internationa
Rice

eve s e g FAO

hierarchy is seen as most appropriate for app ication in more com

the avai abi ity and qua ity of technica fixes associ

mon and degraded habitats such as farm and Simi ar y in fisheries

ated costs to fishers imits on access to seafood markets as we

there may be some situations in which the stocks subject to by catch

as societa pressures However much research on by catch reduc

are so precious or threatened that no eve of threat from fishing

tion focuses on identifying and imp ementing technica measures

can be contemp ated and others where fishing subject to NNL and

to reduce BPUE rather than on the socia and economic barriers

the mitigation hierarchy is a socia y acceptab e approach In situa

to imp ementation Campbe

Cornwe

Techno ogica

tions in which trade offs between conservation and deve opment

innovation to improve BPUE needs to be appropriate y incentiv

are seen as necessary or acceptab e by wider society a socia icence

ized with efforts made to ensure that such measures are as cost

to operate may be gained through adopting offsets in the absence of

effective as possib e for fishers Gjertsen Ha
Lent

Squires

Squires

regu ation For examp e in sub Saharan Africa severa arge deve

However it often happens that even ap

opment projects are attempting to offset their impacts on great apes

parent y suitab e by catch measures are not wide y imp emented

and their habitats Kormos et a

e g Dama as

be fishing companies vo untari y donating funds for turt e nesting

Vassi opou ou

Radzio Smo insky

Roosenburg

Orphanides

Pa ka

In these cases the degree

of non imp ementation and the reasons behind it needs to be un
derstood so it can be addressed Cox et a

These types of

A by catch equiva ent might

beach restoration in their area of operation in addition to comp y
ing with regu atory by catch mitigation measures These measures
may improve the image of the company with the genera pub ic but

consideration are a so not we researched in the terrestria offset

to avoid accusations of greenwashing their effectiveness needs to

ting iterature because comp iance is poor y monitored Bu Sutt e

be proper y scrutinized Bu et a

Gordon Singh

these types of actions within a mitigation hierarchy such as we are

Mi ner Gu and

and there is itt e support

Transparent y embedding

for research on the barriers to imp ementation of a mitigation hi

proposing and critica y eva uating their contribution to increasing

erarchy and how to support deve opers to address these barriers

the popu ation growth rate as per Equation

Bu

prompt such scrutiny

Bryant Baker

Mi ner Gu and

The socia impacts of

wou d be one way to

imp ementing a biodiversity mitigation hierarchy on resource users
are mentioned in guidance e g BBOP

but how to measure

and account for them is very poor y understood The few studies in

| Uncertainty

vestigating de ivery of promised offset measures in terrestria sys

The nature of the uncertainties surrounding bio ogy and enforce

tems suggest a very poor record Qu tier Regnery

ment in the marine setting raises questions about the ordering of

Levre

Therefore the socia side of imp ementing the mitigation hierar

steps in the mitigation hierarchy in a way that is dissimi ar to ter

chy and incentivizing comp iance is an area that needs more and

restria systems where the hierarchy of uncertainties may be c earer

more active research within both the terrestria and marine rea ms

and uncertainty is genera y ower For examp e it may be that the

Fu ton Smith Smith

This is particu ar y true

impact on overa popu ation growth rate of an offset measure ike

when the burden of imp ementing mitigation approaches is borne

eradicating invasive species from a seabird nesting habitat is both

by re ative y sma sca e producers rather than governments or mu

ess uncertain and more cost effective than avoidance measures

tinationa s e g the pe agic ong ine fisheries in Tab e

such as c osing areas which may or may not be frequented by adu t

van Putten

seabirds in a given time period Genera y though it might be as
sumed that measures which target ife stages subject to high eve s

| Societa imits

of natura morta ity or within which individua contribution to over

For a species at high risk of extinction comp ete avoidance of by

a popu ation growth rate is ow e g headstarting juveni e turt es

catch might be the most desirab e po icy from both a management

may be ess effective in achieving NNL than measures which target

agency and societa perspective In addition with emb ematic or

reproductive y mature adu t fema es such as ive re eases Heppe

high y threatened marine megafauna it may be viewed by members

Crowder

of the pub ic as mora y wrong to ki any individua s even if miti

that aims to improve the surviva of one ifestage in order to com

gation is in p ace e g Maui s do phin Hamner et a

pensate for the by catch morta ity of another a robust assessment

eading

Crouse

However before imp ementing an offset

to pressure on governments to ref ect this ethica concern in regu

of the consequences with associated uncertainties shou d be car

ations These di emmas echo the issue of thresho ds in terrestria

ried out through detai ed popu ation mode ing based on strong

offsets which recognizes that there are some critica areas in which

empirica studies c f Wa ace Heppe

deve opment is not societa y appropriate regard ess of the poten

Lewison Ke ez

Crowder

In terrestria systems the requirement sequentia y to app y

tia for mitigation and other areas in which the mitigation hierarchy

the mitigation hierarchy is broad y uncha enged but actua y simi ar

can be appropriate y app ied Bu et a

arguments app y For examp e habitat restoration sits above off

Examp es of oca

tions where a thresho d approach is seen as appropriate in terres

setting in the hierarchy and yet it is a ong term uncertain process

tria systems inc ude the habitat of high y endangered species or

which may in some circumstances be much ess preferab e to an off

ecosystems which are imited in extent and irrep aceab e such as

set using a we estab ished approach which is high y ike y to ead to

o d growth forest In terrestria systems therefore the mitigation

conservation gains

|
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equipment or the oss of access to a fishery Costs may a so arise

| Tempora considerations

from the dep oyment of by catch observers or training in the use of

The timing of offsets in re ation to other e ements of the mitigation

new gear These costs can be paid by fishing companies or individ

hierarchy has been the subject of debate within the terrestria itera

ua s or by governments NGOs or seafood consumers Whether or

ture The main suggestion for addressing the temporary oss of bio

not compensation for costs incurred by fishers is seen as appropri

diversity whi e offsets come to fruition has been adopting mitigation

ate depends on whether by catch reduction is seen as a socia good

banking whereby offsets are imp emented in advance of potentia y

that fishers are providing in which case they shou d be compensated

damaging activities providing biodiversity credits which can be used

for it or as putting right the harm that they are doing to biodiver

to compensate for ater osses This both removes an e ement of un

sity whi e generating their own private gain in economic anguage

certainty from the offset imp ementation and reduces the time ag

whether by catch is viewed as an unpriced externa ity in which case

between oss and gain Mann

they shou d pay It a so depends on whether economic hardship wi

With respect to marine mega

fauna by catch f exibi ity in timing provides additiona scope for cost

ensue a case for compensation of by catch reduction costs incurred

reduction and benefit enhancement which may not be present in

by peop e dependent on fishing for their ive ihoods may be more

traditiona habitat based terrestria offsets For examp e temporary

sympathetica y received by other actors than a case made by a arge

measures such as a short term by catch tax to fund an offset may be

mu tinationa fishing company

used if mitigation or avoidance methods take time to come on ine

If by catch is seen as an unpriced externa ity it might be socia y

or if a temporary nudge is enough to cause behavioura change This

optima to tax fishers for their by catch so that this externa ity is in

might be the case if a po icy was needed to induce fishers to take up

terna ized This p aces an exp icit price upon by catch Boyce

new gear to avoid the cost of an offset or if concerns about safety or

Pascoe et a

yie d reductions during the transition to new gear cou d be a ayed by

ike y to be incorporated into the price of the target species and

a temporary subsidy for ear y adopters or a paid participatory moni

thereby becomes part of the target species cost This price cou d be

Squires

Garcia

The by catch price is

toring programme to inform wider imp ementation e g the mobu

set different y for different demographic c asses of the by caught

id and shark case studies in Tab e

species depending on the impact the oss of an individua wou d

Zed er

Ca away

Just as for habitat restoration

by catch offset strategies which target

have on the popu ation A e se being equa putting a price on by

juveni e stages of ong ived species e g turt e headstarting or in

catch means that the seafood product that is the target catch be

vasive remova from seabird nesting is ands may take many years

comes more expensive and consumers have to pay more for their

for their effects to become apparent in an increase in popu ation

seafood reducing demand Then in princip e every firm in the sup

growth rates Additiona uncertainty is introduced by the difficu ty

p y chain every vesse and every consumer have an incentive to re

in monitoring popu ations of many by catch species e g seabirds

duce by catch unti each economic actor s margina cost of by catch

Hatch

reduction equa s the common price of by catch that they a face

eading to uncertain estimates of the impact of offset

activities on popu ation growth see case studies in Tab e

These

Offsets are one way to price and interna ize the by catch externa ity

prob ems are not insuperab e however positive trends have been

cost If an offsetting action is cost y to imp ement and must be paid

reported in turt e popu ations over decades as a resu t of nest pro

for with each unit of by catch it imp icit y prices the residua by

tection e g Dutton Dutton Cha oupka

catch In this circumstance the effect from a financia standpoint

Bou on

is the same as a by catch tax with the eve set based on the cost
of the offset Various institutiona structures to support this charge

| U S I N G I N C E NTI V E S TO R E D U C E BY
C ATC H

of the distribution of costs and benefits For examp e an insurance

Many of the examp es and princip es discussed above either imp ic

by catch event thereby spreading the cost of unavoidab e rare by

it y or exp icit y re ate to the economic socia institutiona or mora

catch events Or a tradab e permit scheme cou d operate such that

incentives operating on different actors inside and outside the fish

fishers who experience a by catch event can buy a permit with the

ery which can be positive or negative We now turn to a discussion

cost varying depending on demand for permits hence providing a

of how incentives can be used to reduce by catch within our frame

vesse eve incentive to innovate to reduce by catch

per unit of by catch are possib e with different imp ications in terms
scheme cou d be paid into by fishers that pays out in the event of a

work Incentives can be put in p ace to change fisher behaviour with

If there is demand for conservation in an internationa market

respect to any of the e ements of the framework avoid minimize

then price premiums and market access through eco abe ing

remediate and offset Tab e

supp y chain certification other food sustainabi ity campaigns

A though discussed in the iterature

most of these incentive approaches are yet to be imp emented in

Ward

the rea wor d particu ar y for by catch Therefore unti empirica

consumers Kotchen

evidence of their effectiveness is avai ab e these suggestions come

or negative economic evers on the fishery providing an incentive

with a caveat

for fishers to reduce their by catch vo untari y as has been sug

Financia costs of by catch mitigation actions can arise for in
stance from ost catch capita investments in new gear or mitigation

Phi ips

or boycotts acting as strategic threats from
Segerson

cou d act as positive

gested for the Brazi ian mahi mahi fishery Tab e

For examp e

the Marine Stewardship Counci now inc udes by catch mitigation

|
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in their certification process MSC

Demand ed evers may be

more or ess app icab e at different eve s in the hierarchy for exam

more effective in the onger run than direct economic incentives
C ements et a

p e avoidance may be re ative y hard to evidence whi e offsetting
may be ess easy to se to a consumer than minimization or reme

| CO N C LU S I O N S

diation Concerns about the unintended consequences of positive
incentives particu ar y for direct subsidies rather than conditiona
incentives may determine whether they are an appropriate instru

The framework we present here is nove It draws upon and ex

ment in a given case For examp e they may be inappropriate if there

tends the frameworks for conceptua izing by catch deve oped by

is a risk that the additiona money is reinvested in increased fishing

Ha

capacity or if there may be consumption production or conserva

ates Ha s framework with the mitigation hierarchy as used in the

and Ha

A verson and Metuza s

It ama gam

tion eakages transfer of the prob em somewhere e se whether at

Environmenta Impact Assessment iterature BBOP

the vesse fishery or trans nationa eve High transactions costs

suggestions about goa s metric and mitigation actions are drawn

The

may a so imit the benefits of incentives schemes

from the empirica by catch iterature and the issues we discuss in

Other changes which may need to be incentivized for successfu

tegrate the concerns of the extensive terrestria and nascent marine

imp ementation of by catch reduction po icies may be ess amenab e

offsetting iterature with the by catch iterature The framework

to financia measures at east part y because it is ess c ear how to

makes c ear that an ear y crucia step is to c arify the goa of any

assign financia va ue to the actions or to the benefits and osses

by catch reduction po icy Overarching goa s ike those issued by

which they produce For examp e perceived reductions in safety for

the Convention on Bio ogica Diversity e g Aichi Target

fishing crews from weighted ong ines for instance are costs that

of marine habitat shou d be under protection by

that
need to be

may be hard to va ue financia y Other prerequisites for ong term

trans ated into operationa terms within each fishery Current y eg

sustainab e behaviour change such as changes in socia norms so

is ated or agreed by catch reduction goa s tend to be ess specific

that fishing communities see by catch reduction as appropriate be

than they cou d be and this eads to prob ems in interpreting these

haviour or technica ski acquisition so that they can use new meth

goa s in order to p an a by catch mitigation strategy see the case

ods may be incentivized by carefu y designed interventions working

studies in Tab e

with fishers Ha et a

within negotiated targets but it is a cha enge nonethe ess Maxwe

Conservation po icies based on eco

for examp es This ambiguity is to be expected

nomic incentives extrinsic motivation are not a ways superior to

et a

those based upon intrinsic motivation In fact incentive based by

ΔλT which we use here wou d be he pfu both in c arifying expecta

catch reduction po icy instruments cou d even be counterproduc

tions and eva uating the effectiveness of e ements of the mitigation

tive by reducing the effectiveness of intrinsic motivation depending

hierarchy

upon the situation a though the empirica evidence on this topic
is weak Rode G mez Baggethun

Krause

If the change

Using a common unit of by catch impact such as the

Once the by catch goa is known options for imp ementing
avoidance minimization remediation and offsets can be c arified as

required for by catch reduction to work meets cu tura resistance

in Tab e

then participatory research might be especia y effective in break

ecosystem by catch is embedded within socia and economic sys

However outside of the interconnected bio ogy of the

ing down barriers between those who want by catch reduction to

tems Different units of ana ysis may be needed at different eve s

take p ace and those who actua y have to imp ement it the fishers

of the hierarchy to cope with the cha enges of incomp ete over ap

For examp e in Austra ia the government funded body Oceanwatch

between jurisdictiona units fisheries target stocks and by catch

faci itates engagement between communities the fishing industry

stocks Jurisdictiona issues are important and comp ex potentia y

seafood supp iers and government to improve know edge sharing

impeding imp ementation F eets interact raising the risk of po icy

www oceanwatch org au Innovation is crucia in fisheries and fish

eakage for examp e if peop e shift to other fisheries gear or ive i

ers are accustomed to adopting new techno ogy or processes po

hoods Therefore the sca e at which each e ement of the mitigation

tentia y making an incentivized participatory research programme

hierarchy is imp emented is ike y to vary with incentives to mitigate

especia y fruitfu

often being best app ied at the vesse eve focussed on reducing

Sometimes the most efficient way to so ve prob ems is a so

individua morta ity whi e offsetting is imp emented at the sca e of

cia instrument or an institutiona change in p ace of or as we as

the by catch species stock With transboundary species uni atera

an economic instrument For examp e supporting deve opment

conservation in one jurisdiction creates the potentia for production

of fisher organizations rather than instituting a vesse eve tax or

trade and conservation eakages For examp e a conserving State

subsidy might provide the impetus needed to change behaviour

cou d imp ement the avoidance step and shut down or dramatica y

Instituting catch shares individua transferab e quotas may provide

curtai its own production of swordfish to reduce sea turt e by catch

an enab ing environment for by catch reduction for examp e by pro

but the knock on effect may be more importation of swordfish from

moting more effective monitoring Grimm et a

Experience

in terrestria system produces simi ar insights incentive based

f eets with higher sea turt e by catch Rausser Hami ton Kovach
Stifter

schemes which a so bui d community cohesion and support the de
ve opment or strengthening of oca management institutions are

Trans ating the framework from a species to an ecosystem eve
wi

require consideration of the potentia interactions between

|
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by catch mitigation approaches targeted at different species Serafy

or new approaches such as offsets However in this context of dy

et a

namic uncertainty the dividends of thinking more creative y about

Actions to mitigate by catch for one group of spe

cies can increase or decrease it for others and so a system wide

by catch mitigation cou d be high

approach is needed For examp e changing from J hooks to circ e
hooks to reduce morta ity of turt es may decrease or increase shark
morta ity Andraka et a

Godin Car son

Burgener

In terrestria systems simi ar interactions arise and va ue judge
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ments are made whether exp icit y or imp icit y as to what oss and

port of this work This artic e originated at a

gain of biodiversity trans ates to in operationa terms and what

organized by NOAA Fisheries and IUCN CEEM FEG

e ements of biodiversity matter most to imp ementers
Uncertainty is high in ocean ecosystems creating both cha

workshop co
entit ed

Mu tidiscip inary Workshop to Address Ecosystem Leve Impacts of
Fisheries Bycatch on Marine Megafauna Biodiversity Conservation

enges and opportunities in app ying the concept of NNL through a

through Mitigation Po icy Economic Instruments and Technica

mitigation hierarchy that inc udes offsetting In particu ar for marine

Change

megafauna there is high uncertainty in the processes inking any e

which much improved the manuscript
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ement of the mitigation hierarchy through to changes in popu ation
growth rate Furthermore impacts can be ong term hard to mea
sure and spatia y diffuse and uncertainty is not predictab y spread
through the hierarchy This creates a different set of cha enges to
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those faced in terrestria systems where at east for some types of
environmenta impact the inks between action and impact are re
ative y direct and measurab e and uncertainty genera y increases
through the mitigation hierarchy from avoid through minimize re
mediate to offset
By catch reduction measures have had significant successes
over the ast decades as a resu t of substantia investment of time
and funding by researchers management authorities conserva
tion organizations and fishers Cox et a

However this suc

cess is not universa Just as for any fisheries management issue
a poor regu atory regime imited comp iance and ack of informa
tion hamper efforts to reduce by catch In some p aces high eve s
of by catch imited options for mitigation and weak governance
eading to poor enforcement can combine to make the by catch
prob em intractab e Our framework wi not so ve these prob ems
However it brings together the fu range of approaches for by
catch mitigation in a structured and systematic way which requires
a target to be expressed against which outcomes can be eva uated
By exposing areas of uncertainty and data deficiency it cou d cha
enge scientists and managers to obtain the data required proper y
to eva uate the effectiveness of mitigation measures This cou d
then support and encourage c earer decision making and prioriti
zation of actions Our framework demonstrates that the princip e
of imp ementing the goa of no net oss through a mitigation hi
erarchy is as app icab e to marine megafauna by catch as to ter
restria systems where it is a ready wide y used in cha enging
data poor circumstances
There is untapped potentia for cost effective by catch mitiga
tion which cou d be rea ized with the adoption of this framework
and with consideration of new approaches to incentivizing by catch
mitigation within the steps of the hierarchy App ying it to a few case
studies in practice wi demonstrate empirica y where and how the
potentia for improved effectiveness cou d best be rea ized Existing
ega frameworks often prec ude approaches which imp icit y or ex
p icit y permit by catch inc uding the use of economic incentives
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